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Line Active Hybrid Lipids Determine Domain Size in Phase Separation
of Saturated and Unsaturated Lipids
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ABSTRACT A simple model of the line activity of a hybrid lipid (e.g., POPC) with one fully saturated chain and one partially unsat-
urated chain demonstrates that these lipids preferentially pack at curved interfaces between phase-separated saturated and unsat-
urated domains. We predict that the domain sizes typically range from tens to hundreds of nm, depending on molecular interactions
and parameters such as molecular volume and area per headgroup in the bulk fluid phase. The role of cholesterol is taken into
account by aneffectivechange in the headgroup areas and the domain sizes are predicted to increase withcholesterol concentration.
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The lipid-raft hypothesis suggests that nanoscopic composi-

tional inhomogeneities play an important role in a range of

cellular function (1). Studies of lipid mixtures in vitro probe

the thermodynamics and chemistry behind phase separation

in model systems of saturated lipids such as DPPC, unsaturated

lipids such as DOPC, and cholesterol. However, the domains in

these studies typically coarsen with time and do not show the

same nanoscopic finite sizes associated with lipid rafts

in vivo (2). To be useful, these small domains must persist

on biologically relevant timescales (3). This motivates consid-

eration of an equilibrium state with finite domains in cells (but

not in the simple, three-component model systems), which may

include additional line-active components such as proteins

(1,4) or another lipid species (5) that could stabilize finite-

size domains. In a previous phenomenological thermodynamic

model, we suggested that a lipid with one fully saturated hydro-

carbon chain and one partially unsaturated chain, termed

a hybrid lipid (5), could be line active at saturated/unsaturated

interfaces. For strong interaction strengths, it may eliminate the

line tension (note that small but nonzero line tensions (~0.1 pN)

may also allow small domains to become kinetically trapped

(6)) between liquid-ordered and disordered domains so that

finite-sized domains are thermodynamically stable. However,

this treatment did not predict the domain size, nor did it relate

the line activity to the molecular features of the hybrid lipid.

Here we consider a molecular model of such line-active lipids

and predict the equilibrium domain size as a function of the

molecular geometry and cholesterol concentration.

We use packing arguments to predict the expected size of

a domain stabilized by a line of hybrid lipid that saturates

the interface in a one-dimensional analog of surfactants at

an oil/water interface (7–9). The hybrid lipid chains are

treated as incompressible, and must conserve their individual

molecular volumes while minimizing the energetic costs of

chain length mismatch with the surrounding bulk phases as

well as the mismatch between the two different chains of

the hybrid lipid themselves. The result is an effective sponta-
neous curvature for a hybrid lipid that depends on the asym-

metry in molecular volumes (which depends on chain lengths

and number of cis double bonds in the unsaturated chains) and

the asymmetry in the area per headgroup of the two lipid chain

types (which can be regulated by the cholesterol concentra-

tion). For a typical hybrid lipid, such as POPC, the predicted

domain has positive curvature (with the saturated lipid on the

inside) with a domain size of 20–200 nm, depending on the

mismatch interactions and the cholesterol concentration.

However, a wide variety of structures can be obtained by

altering the chain properties, including domains with negative

curvature (unsaturated domains in a bulk-saturated phase).

Our model focuses on the case of strong interactions (rela-

tive to kBT), in which the phase separation of the saturated (s)

and unsaturated (u) lipids is fairly complete and the interface

thickness is monomolecular. In this regime (see the Support-

ing Material and (5)), hybrid lipid (h) saturates the interface

between bulk (s) and (u) phases in a lipid mixture of satu-

rated/unsaturated/cholesterol with a small concentration of

hybrid. For simplicity, the (s) lipid has two fully saturated

chains that are identical to the saturated chain of the hybrid

and the (u) lipid has two partially unsaturated chains iden-

tical to the unsaturated chain of the hybrid. Generally, one

expects a chain mismatch (10) free energy between the satu-

rated chain of (h) and its (s) neighbors (see Fig. 1) and the

unsaturated chain of (h) and its (u) neighbors. This energy

arises due the height mismatch at the headgroups, which

results in increased hydrophobic exposure of the chains

within the bilayer (11). In addition, the two chains of (h)

may also mismatch with a resulting free energy cost due to

the tilt of the hybrid head. Fig. 1 a shows an example of

hydrophobic mismatch between the hybrid chains and the
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FIGURE 1 (a) Schematic showing the lipid thickness mismatch

(exaggerated for demonstrative purposes) for the case where the

bilayer thickness is different in the saturated (s) and unsaturated

(u) domains. The hybrid (h) at the interface is mismatched (10)

with the chains of the (s) domain on the left and the (u) domains

on the right; in addition, the two chains of the hybrid are length-

mismatched. (b) Similar schematic looking down on the bilayer.

In this case, the domain curvature, H, is positive and the finite-

sized domain contains the (s) phase.

FIGURE 2 (a) Domain radius in nanometers versus b for a lipid

mixture of DOPC (u) and DPPC (s) with POPC hybrid stabilizing

the interface between the (s)-rich and (u)-rich phases. The black

dotted line is the limit for b / N. (Inset) The spontaneous curvature

(H¼ 1/R) for DOPC/DPPC mixtures with POPC as the hybrid (black

solid) and DSPC/DOPC mixtures with SOPC as the hybrid (red

dashed). (b) Predicted domain radius in nanometers for the same

system as in panel a, but where the DPPC rich (s) phase is

condensed by cholesterol whose mole fraction is denoted by cchol.

Data for the condensing effect are taken from Edholm and Nagle

(13).The parameter b¼1 for the thick solid line, whereas thedashed

(b¼ 0) and dotted (b¼N) lines show the other two extremes for b.
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bulk phases as well as between the individual hybrid chains.

The mismatch free energy is the portion of the total free

energy that dictates the response of the interface to bending

(see the Supporting Material). The free energy associated

with bending is simply due to the volumetric constraints of

the hybrid lipids packing at the interface,

fi ¼ ks

�
Ls � L0

s

�2þ ku

�
Lu � L0

u

�2þgðLu � LsÞ2; (1)

where Ls(u) is the length of the saturated (unsaturated) chain

of the hybrid and L0
sðuÞ is the length of the equilibrium satu-

rated (unsaturated) chain in the bulk (half of the hydrophobic

width of the bilayer). The parameters ks, ku, and g are the free

energetic costs of mismatch between the equilibrium (s) and

(u) phases and the hybrid at the interface and the mismatch

between the two chains of the hybrid, respectively. We

will set ks ¼ ku ¼ k; however, this can easily be generalized.

In calculating the equilibrium domain size, only the ratio of g

and k enters and for many hybrid lipids, the variation in

domain size is small over the entire range of g/k. The effect

of cholesterol in the bilayer will be considered below.

The equilibrium domain size is determined by a competi-

tion of the mismatch free energies and the packing

constraints that must conserve the volume per lipid chain

(assumed to be incompressible). The length of the hybrid

chains at the interface with curvature H ¼ 1/R are Ls and

Lu, respectively (see Fig. 1 a). These are determined from

the conservation condition applied to a curved interface,

Vs ¼ Lsa0ws

�
1� wsH

2

�
; Vu ¼ Lua0wu

�
1 þ wuH

2

�
; (2)

where Vs(u) is the molecular volume of the saturated (unsatu-

rated) chain, ws(u) is the length that characterizes molecular

spacing of the saturated (unsaturated) lipid heads, and a0 is

the headgroup spacing of the hybrids along the interface (which

we will assume is the average of the spacing in the two bulk

phases, a0¼ (wsþwu)/2). The curvature, H, is defined as posi-

tive when the domain includes the saturated phase and negative

when the domain includes the unsaturated phase. The chain

length in the equilibrium bulk phases (consisting of (u) or
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(s)), Ls(u), is simply the molecular volume divided by the head-

group area in the bulk phase, L0
sðuÞ ¼ VsðuÞ=w2

sðuÞ.
We now calculate the spontaneous curvature, H ¼ H0, of

the hybrid at the (s)/(u) interface that minimizes the free

energy of Eq. 1. The molecular quantities can be rewritten

in terms of the average and difference in the molecular

volumes, VT ¼ (Vu þ Vs)/2 and Vd ¼ Vu – Vs, as well as in

the length per headgroup, wT ¼ (wu þ ws)/2 ¼ a0 and

wd¼ wu – ws. Expanding the spontaneous curvature to linear

order in the differences Vd and wd gives

H0 ¼
1

wT

�
ð1� 2bÞwd

ð1 þ 2bÞwT

þ 2bVd

ð1 þ 2bÞVT

�
; (3)

where b ¼ g/k. When H0 > 0, domains are those typically

associated with lipid rafts of (s) surrounded by a continuum

of (u). However, when the packing and interaction parame-

ters are such that H0 < 0, the domains will be composed

of the liquid-disordered (u) phase rich in unsaturated lipids.

Using experimentally measured parameters such as the

area per headgroup of the (s) and (u) phases as well as the

molecular volume of each type of lipid, we can provide

some estimates of the expected curvature of domains stabi-

lized by a curved line of hybrid lipids at a (s)/(u) interface.

We take molecular volumes of Vu¼ 985 Å3 and Vs¼ 896 Å3

for the unsaturated and saturated lipid chains (representative

of DOPC and DPPC). The area per headgroup for these lipids

in the bulk phases are Au ¼ 72 Å2 and As ¼ 64 Å2 for DOPC

and DPPC (12). The linear dimension of one chain is

wsðuÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
AsðuÞ=2

�q
:

Note that these values are for pure DOPC and DPPC bilayers,

respectively.Fig. 2 a shows theexpected domainsize for this h-

ybrid mixture for a large range of the parameter b ¼ g/k. The

limit that b / 0 corresponds to negligible interactions

between the two chains of the hybrid lipid; the (s) and (u)

branches of the hybrid each minimize their free energy by
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matching the chain length of the bulk (s) and (u) phases,

respectively. In this case, Eq. 3 is simply H0(b ¼ 0) ¼ wd/

w2
T; the spontaneous curvature is dictated entirely by the

difference in the area per headgroup of the (s) and (u) branches

of the hybrid. For instance, in the case of POPC where the

unsaturated chain has a larger area per headgroup (Au > As),

the area per headgroup of the (s) chain is larger on the hybrid

than that of the (s) lipids in the bulk (a0>ws) and the opposite

is true for the (u) chain (a0 < wu). To maintain their optimal

bulk chain lengths ðL0
sðuÞÞ while conserving volume, the inter-

face curves toward the component with a smaller area per

headgroup. For POPC, this sets a lower limit for the domain

size of POPC at 10 nm. The upper limit for the domain size

of POPC corresponds to b / N, where H0(b ¼N) ¼ (Vd/

VT – wd/wT)/wT, which is ~16 nm for POPC. In this limit

of k ¼ 0, the curvature is dictated by the two branches of the

hybrid minimizing the difference in their lengths while main-

taining volume conservation. In the case of SOPC in DSPC/

DOPC mixtures (dashed line in Fig. 2 a inset), when b is small,

the situation is the same as for POPC; the area per headgroup

for DSPC is approximately the same as for DPPC (14). Once

again, the hybrid chains attempt to match their lengths to that

of the (s) and (u) bulk phases and the curvature is positive.

However, when b becomes large, the two chains of the hybrid

prefer to be the same length. Therefore, the (s) chain, whose

volume (504 Å3 per chain) is larger than that of the (u) chain,

has a larger cross-sectional area—causing the interface to bend

away from the (s) phase. This predicts the finite-sized domain

of unsaturated lipid (H < 0) for large enough b. The point at

which this crossover happens is bc ¼ (1/2)(1 – (wT/wd)(Vd/

VT))�1. Hybrids where (wTVd/wdVT) > 1 do not have such

a crossover, and the sign of the curvature is independent of b.

The values for the area per headgroup are also sensitive to

the cholesterol concentration. We model the condensing effect

of cholesterol by modifying values of the area per headgroup

of the various bulk phase lipids. Because cholesterol alters

the bulk-phase headgroup spacing, it changes the spontaneous

curvature. We examine, again, the case of POPC as a hybrid

for a system of DOPC/DPPC/chol. Although the condensing

effect has been studied for DOPC/chol (15) and DPPC/chol

(13) binary systems, we do not know how the cholesterol parti-

tions within the DOPC/DPPC/chol system. To get a simple

upper bound for this effect, we assume that the cholesterol

partitions completely in the saturated phase. In vitro studies

do show that cholesterol has a strong preference for the

liquid-ordered phase (16,17). Therefore, we assume that

only ws is modified as cholesterol is added. However, this

method is also generalizable to complex functions of choles-

terol distribution between phases. The predicted domain radius

versus mole fraction of cholesterol in the saturated phase,

cchol, is calculated in Fig. 2 b using data for the condensing

effect of cholesterol on ws (13). When b¼ 1, the spontaneous

curvature is given by H0¼ (2Vd/3VT – wd/3wT)/wT; the effect

of the cholesterol is to decrease the average size per headgroup,

wT, while increasing the difference between the two lipids, wd,
but leaving the volumes Vs, Vu unchanged. Larger values of

b simply make the domain size increase more strongly as

a function of cchol; however, when b < 1̌̌/2 , the domain size

actually shrinks as the saturated phase condenses. In the

extreme case that b ¼ 0, the domain size shrinks to ~3 nm

when cchol¼ 0.5. These two limits of b are shown in Fig. 2 b.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL

One figure and four equations are available at http://www.biophysj.org/

biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(09)01756-1.
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